INFO

MEETING VENUE
Amsterdam Openbare Bibliotheek
Oosterdokskade 143
1011 Amsterdam, the Netherlands
(25th October: Keizerszaal 6.5 - 26th October: OBA Forum)

The library is situated 500 meters east of the central station of Amsterdam.
You can find more information on how to get there at www.oba.nl/oba/english/central-library.html

NETWORKING DINNER - (25th OCTOBER 2018 - h. 19.30)
Restaurant “5&33” in the Art’otel Amsterdam
Martelaarsgracht 5
1012 Amsterdam, the Netherlands
www.5and33.nl - Tel. +31 20 820 5333

SUGGESTED HOTEL and STARTING/ENDING POINT OF GUIDED WALKING TOUR
(25th OCTOBER 2018 - h. 14.00)
DoubleTree by Hilton Amsterdam Centraal Station
Oosterdokstraat 4
1012 Amsterdam, the Netherlands
Tel. +31-20-5300800 - Fax. +31-20-5300801